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Abstract
Chairperson: Mark Sundeen
Zoey Greenberg’s new collection of short form essays melds memoir with a call for
reimagined relationship with invasive species. As a non-Hawaiian with family ties to the
Hawaiian archipelago, a place considered ravaged by “nonnatives,” questions of
belonging haunted her crawl through the thickets of conservation ideology. This work is
born from that crawl. Edge Habits presents the possibility of reshaping our view of the
cockroaches we drown in our sinks, the starlings we condemn, and the botanical
interlopers we rip from the ground. While imploring us to reevaluate mainstream
discourse about changes in species composition, Greenberg illuminates moments of
migratory restlessness and deep drift within her personal life. This collection is written in
the traditions of Lydia Davis, Maggie Nelson, and Cormac McCarthy.
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Prologue
Three years old. Colorado. Our village numbering less than one hundred, tucked into jagged
mountains that howled with thunder. A village that, one year, elected a horse for mayor. We
skied to the store with Zilla, a dog part-wolf and all passion, loping alongside. We were a
wholesome quad. My parents tell me I sat by the cash register while they ran their store,
blinking at bikers who stopped in to gorge on raw bacon and coffee as they ascended the
Peak to Peak Highway, a climb for the crazy. I collected ladybugs in the field out back,
curling into a ball when the street dogs cornered me, sniffing at my catch, their muzzles wet
against my fingers and the beetles too trapped to beat their wings.
A fondu birthday. Six years old. Our giant fireplace. A younger sister. The last birthday I
would celebrate in those mountains. The last I would celebrate with our menagerie — the
cats, ferrets, dogs, chickens, goats, turkeys. The bears that tried to eat them all. It was a dry
rocky home in the clouds. Hammocks and big winds. We had no neighbors, no reason to
wear clothes on hot days. I was a bare-bottomed child leaping over logs with Zilla, blurring
through aspens, collecting chunks of quartz and lining them up like pink scales on our
hardwood deck. A mountain mother. I loved turning those rocks over in my hand and later,
placing them where I believed them to belong. My parents were not born into that
mountain, but I was, and I knew it well. Becoming part of somewhere by holding its rocks
was / is reasonable.
Seven years old. Washington state, a new home. The deep aquatic turquoise of Ross Lake,
just over the Cascades. We went there to escape rain. Mom and Dad did their campsite
thing, arguing until sunset about which spot to choose. Him looking for a place to bury his
wallet, her looking for a place to be naked. Both hoping to hear no one. My sister and I
unleashed our sleeping bags from their prisons and left, our one duty complete and the
forest fairies calling. First, we collected magic sawdust and transported it to The Kingdom.
Next we built fairy homes, ballrooms, moats, watch towers, and moss beds so soft that we
halted our designs to roll, lichen tendrils hooking into our hair. Finally, we would row the
dory, with Dad and Zilla, into the frigid water and survey our kingdom through a freshwater
mermaid’s lens, nodding at our work. We ate Annie’s white cheddar macaroni with sausage
and vegetables and camp dirt. I placed my parrot’s birdseed in rock depressions and took
pictures of his tropical green feathers against temperate trees. These trips pasted us together,
a collage of introduced creatures. A family. Before we piled back into the car, I would place
my forehead to the moss and ask her to please remember me.
Purple sea stars. Hermit crabs and bald eagles. Days spent on bay water, rowing and
crabbing and watching Zilla roll in dead seal. I can still hear my dad’s shouts commanding
her to stop smearing death on her fur, can still see the look of disgust on his face and mom’s
teasing smile. Those were important days. My sister and I built marine kingdoms, using kelp
and clamshells instead of moss and tree dust. We caught Dungeness crab with nets and
iv

cooked them on the beach with a camp stove. We bounced on driftwood ponies until sunset
pushed the family home. Pillows were strewn everywhere in a living room for the chairadverse, a family that splayed. Mom attached sequins to her bellydance costumes and I took
the extras, spiraling them onto the hardwood floor. Fish scales in our living room, hard
plastic store jewels that made me feel like a daughter. When she danced, I mimicked. No
hips, no breasts, yet perhaps some child grace that saplings and wily weasels understand.
These were sinuous dances, and we were female surviving anywhere and feasting. We lapped
each note in the deep beats of drum. I remember fun. I was a wisp of her letting loose
amidst the scales on the floor.
This family tunneled into new places and found ways to belong to them all. My parents went
wild with our suburban yard when we moved to Washington, taking the house’s proper
character and introducing it to vines, gnarled trees, grasses, ornamentals, shrubs, and
bamboo that obscured all signs of human habitation. All but a tiny walkway that held hands
with unruly flowers the whole way to the front door. We gave vagabond organisms places to
root and flourish. They folded us in. My sister Marni and I played Wild Girl every day,
embarking on canoe trips to the northwest corner of the compost pile, where real
marionberries and imaginary horses awaited the soft hush of our canoes pulling ashore.
There, we staved off scurvy and replenished our dwindling stores. We catapulted through
the yard in search of things surmountable but were kept humble. Things grew too fast to
conquer. Plants climbed the house and pressed their leaves to our bedroom windows and so
we did what any wild girls would do and crafted tunnels through it all. Gave into its
swallowing. A suburban jungle of green things from around the world that permitted us to
be ground-bound, witchy, and indelicate. Those plants kept our secrets and grew us up. They
were anything but alien.
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1.
To Evolve
[A Question]

1

Reasonable Directions
1
I tell my captain I like his tattoo. A shark and a ray entwined, unfolding across his bicep. I’m
hungover and fixated on retrieving my insect earrings from the nightstand. He and I are
starting separate road trips soon through the same landscapes in similar vehicles and there’s
that rosy melancholy to the hotel room. We know this is a once thing even though he kissed
my forehead. It’s nice to be in bed with someone who wears a uniform and lives out of his
truck. We are professionally adrift. We are understood in this room.
2
I tell a friend the open road makes me feel expansive. I say my chest opens up with the
clutch and they bound forward together and it takes at least three hours to catch up but then
I’m right there. Out of town. Into brush and asphalt. Counting raptors on the power poles
whipping by. Could be ninety miles per hour. Montana. Could be that the last rough legged
hawk counted me along with the rodents shuddering under her chocolate stare. Could be
that she didn’t.
3
My book1 tells me this: that the Anna’s hummingbird did not range farther north than
Southern California until the 1950’s. Then, water projects led to an increase in orchards and
suburban gardens and Eucalyptus, all of which enticed the Anna’s hummingbird to broaden
its territory. Now, the tiny bird inhabits the entire West coast. She’s even edged into Canada.
The Anna’s hummingbird is objectively gorgeous and subjectively harmless. The author of
my book celebrates her expansion lyrically. Were we born earlier, he and I would have
missed Anna’s hummingbirds entirely. Were hummingbirds less gorgeous and more
annoying, the book might not exist at all.
4
I tell a boyfriend’s mother that I wish her son wanted children and she says you’re telling me
and I say yes I am, which causes her to stare into her coffee cup with a wilted look. Her son
is acutely travelbound and uninterested in inhabiting one place. He wants ten cabins spread
across the globe and no offspring. That was our undoing. There are lipstick tubes all over
her house. Mary Kay. I don’t get grandparent vibes from the furniture in the living room but
what do I know. Lipstick tubes. What do I know?

5

1

From Nick Neely’s Chiton and Other Creatures, 2015

2

My fellow naturalist tells our passengers about a humpback whale named Big Mama who is
breathing several hundred yards away. Her other names are BCY0324 plus whatever she calls
herself. Big Mama spends winters in Hawai‘i with many other humpbacks of the North
Pacific. While Anna’s hummingbirds were flitting between flowers in only Southern
California, we were slaughtering whales only throughout all of the world's oceans.
Harvesting whale nectar for lipstick. By the mid 1900’s there were no more humpback
whales summering in the Pacific Northwest, though there was plenty of food. We think we
squeezed the cultural knowledge of feeding grounds out of the population’s collective
memory. Out of the mamas. In 1997 Big Mama showed up. She rediscovered or rechose or
remembered. She brought calves back one by one. Now, over 500 humpbacks summer in
the Salish Sea, the inland waters of my childhood. Passengers ask me for this story.
Sometimes they ask which factors are responsible for the expansion of humpbacks into the
Salish Sea but that word — expansion — no. I crave rediscovered, rechose, or remembered.
Expansion reminds me of construction sites and conference rooms. Let’s expand. It reminds
me of imploring condescension, can you expand on that for me. I don’t think humpback
whales would use the word expansion. I should probably just tell passengers that Big Mama
swam in a reasonable direction with some kind of nudge in her bones. Many organisms do
that. Native organisms do it [Anna’s hummingbirds, humpback whales, people]. Introduced
organisms do it [pigs, people, earthworms]. Invasive organisms too [people, lanternflies,
tamarisk]. The direction just looks better on some.
6
I ask my colleague about his day.
He was cleaning bird boxes.
I ask what cleaning means.
He says getting rid of starling nestlings.
I ask what getting rid of nestlings means.
He says breaking their necks.
Because I love him, I nod.
But a neck is a neck is a neck
no matter where it expands to.

3

Nameless
1
I enjoy crawling through this underbrush in pursuit of that faint warble. If I find the bird, I
can claim his name. Say I saw him. My palms imprint the soil and a vine catches my hair. I
see pieces of the bird like this: Red crown, white wing bar, soft eye ring. Tiny, ancient
thought flicking across iris. He offers just one vignette of himself at a time. Makes me shiver,
the arc of it. Even if I glimpse his whole body, I’ll never know what this bird names himself.
I’ll never know where he comes from. He’s shown me too little.
2
Cartographers call blank spaces on a map sleeping beauties.2

a. blank space is different from a hole.

2

From Annie Dillard’s essay An Expedition to the Pole, in Teaching a Stone to Talk, 1983
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Shelled
Gravel crunches. Motion-sensor lights wink on as I pass. Surely the resort managers will catch
me. I park the truck and lay my hand on her metal heart before gathering a towel and clicking
the door shut. I tiptoe down the lit path like a young owl, wings a-flutter. So much gravel.
Such relief when I reach the muck of the intertidal glinting in moonlight. I drape the towel
over a rock and leave my sandals. A thread of mollusk scent wraps its way through my brain.
Loving a bay this dark is a challenge. Almost black, and viscous. A childish woman like me
knows nothing about the birth in these shallows. Seagrass falls together. Creatures seem tied
willingly. Mollusk scent churns and churns and I imagine it drifting up the nearest hill so that
from the glory of its shell a writhing muscle may know another place. Of course, a mollusk’s
cravings will remain an always-mystery. I only know I could not stay shelled forever.
At thirteen, I saved my allowance to purchase a pink Walkman and a pack of Lipsmackers.
Power surged through all that pink. I packed every single tube on our next camping trip. My
parents hiked in front of me, and I watched Mom curl around Dad, watched her pull him
further into a hole he might never climb out of. She enamored him with that nameless grace.
I turned the music up.
The bay is old and beckoning. Orcas swim out there. Orca calves bump their mother for
milk, tell her now it must be now I’m ready now. Orca nipples tuck inside the body until
bumped. Hydrodynamic. Dragless. I would willingly lay alongside a mother of them, cradled
by oval flippers, tasting her compelling cloud. Male orcas depend upon female relatives for
survival all their life long.
In a book, I turn the page to find black and white photos of orcas netted near my hometown,
forcefully penned against the shore, the adult male dorsal fins bold on the page. Men in
wooden boats beat the water with wooden sticks. All afternoon the animals try to escape. Mist
blooms with whale wails, the book implies, and at sunset the black and white photos show a
new ocean with male orcas swimming in motherless circles, no reasonable directions printed
onto this page made of paper, made of wood.
I watch a family of orca pin a halved seal against the side of our boat, using us like a shore, to
teach their calf how to hunt, and a 13-year-old boy cries softly behind me as I lean over the
railing towards the blood and below me I find the eye of the mother orca whose nose is
touching the open cavity of the seal, below me, and it all flutters just out of reach in the wide
gloss of a dark bay in metallic truth.

5

The scent of the mollusk returns and our muscled feet touch. It’s a primordial soup of
relationship. I listen for exhales because I won’t see dorsals against the night. They blend with
the bay. I feel all of us reaching through seagrass and hills for somewhere new and exactly this
dark.

6

Wants of a Woodskin
I built a kayak once. After ten weeks of wrestling the thing into existence, it did float. I now
hate table saws but relish the feeling of sitting in something formed from my own hands. I
posit the experience would have sucked less if I had listened to the wants of the wood. If I’d
spread my arms and pressed into the hull to lie close to the lines, built from inside the
woodskin, pushed my fingers through its geometric hair and asked for the horizon stories
told in its roots. No trees hold silent lines. This one may etch into salt soil and talk inside the
wind, dream of its first homeland or spin new dreams from this one. But we move them. Rip
their roots upwards and shape them into vessels for us to explore from within, expand from
within, and I know there is beauty in that but I doubt the wood I penciled and sawed and
lashed would call our union beautiful.

7

Long Legged Invader
We are in J’s kitchen. He’s making pasta without butter or salt and I’m leaning against a tiny
chair, because no other spot looks better. The jar of marinara sits on the counter, the only
clue that this meal was planned. We avoid talking about the last time I was in the house,
having conveyed discomfort in other ways, like his fluttering eyes and the way I’m holding
my hands in front of my pelvis, touching my best ring. We talk about birds until the burner
clicks off. He hands me a bowl with lukewarm sauce, and we sit at the table while he
unlooses, in nervous fragments, how he’s felt since I Stayed, apologizes for lying awake not
touching me and I remember how his hands coiled through his own hair while he stared at
the crème ceiling. We debrief because it’s the only thing to do. I say something along the
lines of I Can’t Imagine because it’s true. Outside, a dog barks. The sound drops into the
space between our hands, and I lose my concentration. I catch a piano in the corner and see
crayon drawings hanging on the fridge. The colors curdle my stomach. I know their names
— Tickle-me-Pink, Macaroni and Cheese, Magic Mint. I’m good with kids. We stop talking
and walk upstairs, pass a room I missed the first time. There are two small beds and more
colors: pink sheets, orange Legos, and shiny green playthings that crawl through the door
and whisper how wrong it is for me to invade this place. I’m young-ish, but I comprehend
their tone. I palm the wall to stay upright because turning around would not change who I
am willing to be.

8

Transients and Residents
The ocean is home to different types of orcas. Diet, lifestyle, culture, and language separate
them. Our knowledge of who they are changes with the time we spend in their world. They
do not deserve their names.
Southern Resident orcas feed almost exclusively on salmon. Orca pods are matriarchal.
Grandmothers lead their families to food through the bluegreen we feel so little of from the
deck of a ship or the bluff of a cliff. Southern Residents are supposed to follow salmon into
the waters of the Salish Sea. Once full, they are supposed to play close to shore, nudge their
calves to the surface, roll, breach, and speak to each other in discernable dialects. Listen to
these recorded calls and you will understand how orcas capture our collective human heart.
Now there are few salmon, and the Southern Residents hardly return. Unsurprising, the
disappearance of all those red fish bodies. Complicated, the way it cascaded.
Transient orcas feed on marine mammals. At the time of their naming, marine mammals
were scarce throughout the Salish Sea. You can surmise who carries responsibility.
Transients feed on Harbor seals, Stellar’s sea lions, harbor porpoise, Dall’s porpoise, minke
whales, and humpback calves. Following the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972,
marine mammal populations began to rebound and rediscover their old haul outs, rocks,
feeding grounds, and breeding rookeries. Now, transient orcas are everywhere, year-round in
the Salish Sea. Their prey has returned. If one didn’t know better, these orcas would appear
residential. If one didn’t know, these orcas would appear to belong.
The irony in the names is clear if you are an educator, standing on the bow of a ship,
explaining to tourists that the transients belong here in spite of their name, and the residents
belong here in spite of their absence. Receiving those blank stares, you start to question the
concept of belonging in a sea where the proof is drifting to the muddy bottom of this place,
a sea floor dealing in sliced stories.
Perhaps the orcas should have remained nameless to reduce the confusion over who belongs
where because both types are remarkable when they erupt from the sea surface or say sea
sentences to each other beneath an ocean we’re struggling to respect / hold. Yet still, I watch
a middle-aged man turn his back on the orca beside the boat because she is not Ruffles, the
Southern Resident he came to see, but a transient orca without a purchased name. One of
the fiercest mother orcas in the region [actually] but we don’t get that far. Our dialects,
perhaps, are too distinct.
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Eagles Forever
1
Knife in hand, I spend the morning arranging a possum’s intestines. The day unfolds. We
only need to trap two turkey vultures today, yet seven hours have already passed, and no
vultures. Five solved Rubik’s cubes lie abandoned between the seats, their faces identically
passive. This is Buckeye, Arizona. No one knows our names and the sun is baking my
possum into the auburn parking lot.
2
I must find a new dead thing by tomorrow.
3
I have met a raptor biologist who always looks hungry. A shorebird biologist who cannot sit
still. A guy who specializes in abnormal plumages with a streak of silver through his brown
head of hair. A warbler expert with no attention span. Obviously, this is troubling, given my
line of work.
4
A woman wearing a dress asks me what I do. When I tell her I study vultures, she grabs my
arm and launches into four stories about bald eagles. I am startled by the strength of her tiny
hand. She squeezes my arm each time her story reaches a climax. I open my mouth to say
that eagles are neat, but that I study vultures, and that vulture gut biotas are remarkable, but
by then she is already rushing away, clutching her white purse and thanking me for studying
our national symbol.
5
Eagle stories go like this: A young eagle caught a fish and dropped it in our backyard. My
neighbor Betty’s lap dog is being stalked by an eagle. I saw a golden eagle [bald eagle] by the
river last Tuesday and it was the largest bird I’ve ever seen. There is this eagle pair that
returns to a nest in our town every year and we love them. One time I saw a bald eagle and it
was awesome.
6
Today, like other days, the vultures soar above our car, dip to the ground, exchange glances,
and float on cloud pillows away to the peaks.
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7
Several guests are asking me questions about the bald eagle eating a seal pup in front of us,
when a turkey vulture lands behind the eagle, runs on flat feet with shoulders hunched and
snatches a piece of pup from between the eagle’s legs. The eagle cannot catch her. She has
won one whole intestine. I jump up and down and ready my spiel on vulture intelligence, but
the nearest kid has turned to his mom and proclaimed that the eagle is the coolest bird he
has ever seen. My spiel empties into the sea breeze.

11

Weeding in Hawai‘i
It occurred to me this afternoon that loving a married man is a little like weeding in Hawai‘i.
Removing thorns is futile in a place with so much sun and rain and will to survive. You
spend all day on your knees, hone your patience to craft something palatable but the
unwanted plants just grow back. Send tendrils boring between you the woman and you the
girl and her the actual woman. Things are better in the dry season. More time between
heartfalls. Fewer rainbows.

12

Landowner Hardship
Many people associate the term birder with the image of a khaki-clad, hat-wearing, field-guide
holding, binocular-wielding, mud-splattered nature freak with a massive camera and a resting
bitch face. Imagine, then, explaining to a police officer in rural Pennsylvania that the reason
you are pulled over in someone’s lawn staring at their house with binoculars is because you
are birding. You are not wearing khaki, there is no mud on your pants, but you do have
binoculars. You’re smiling too much. He doesn’t believe you.
Here’s the thing, officer. I spend my days trying to convince landowners that vultures are
just doing what their genes and bones ask of them which is to perch on metal rooftops and
sun their lovely wings. The vultures can’t know that landowners are trying to sleep, shoving
pillows over their heads to block out the clack-clacking of scaly flat feet. It’s early, and the
vultures hop up and down in anticipation of sunbeams. They move towards the big star.
Sometimes they close their eyes into it.
People don’t like vultures because they chew on wiper blades to strengthen their throat
muscles and symbolize death and hunch their shoulders in an unsettling way. Some vultures
gang up on weakened animals. Vomit when they’re nervous. Shit where they stand. But they
also digest botulism and anthrax and process the soft bodies of deer that we erase from the
walking world. They are native, Officer. Does that help?
Officer, you cannot fault me for trying to upend things here. I am creeping on this house to
give vultures a chance at popularity by learning about them and then elaborating on their
quirks for the public. I’ll write a story. People eat what they’re fed. Let me feed them good
upendings.
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Ecosystem with Walls
The boyfriend who doesn’t want kids says if he were attacked by a stranger’s dog, he would
kill it. I go downstairs to crawl under the sheets and think about what that means. What he
said is not the stuff of fathers and I am sick of what people expect of their dogs and pets and
especially animals we call wildlife but treat like houselife. All the cages / leashes / holdings /
traps / bad ideas about how to contain things with instinct. Sometimes I wash dishes and
imagine I am a bear sitting on the ground at the zoo, staring at trees in a parking lot that is
far away but not very far. And then I open the door to this house and go for a walk and it’s
fine. Birds sing, deer graze, children laugh, the river gushes towards town. Dogs look happy.
How can a home unveil so much when it is only rooms and furniture and forks and love and
flowers. It’s not that deep. Could be that it’s not worth protecting.

14

Whales Remember
One night, an orca stands on unsteady flukes
and chases me across a rocky beach, planting one
rubbery piece of tail in front of the other, closing in.
Another night, an orca family waits for me to fall
from a narrow plank, their mouths agape, lapping
at my flesh which is melting, toes first onto their
rough tongues. Last night mother dolphins plastered
bright red leaves onto my shoulder while their calves
rolled into my stomach, pushing my shape into a C.
I roll my eyes at girls who tell me they have whale
dreams. Tonight I stand on a whaling ship,
gaff in hand, peeling strips of blubber
down the length of a large pregnant
whale while a handsome deckhand
claps me on the back and offers
a cigar. I wake from this one
chilled, desperate for a chaser
to swim through before
dawn.

15

Why I Mistrust Parks
Suburban parks with plastic slides, pruned trees, boom boxes, spurts of chlorinated water,
lines for the restroom, strollers. Happy children in fresh air release. Dogs straining to run
only to be yanked back. Grass squares denoting where we should enjoy ourselves, where we
should dip down to the ground. Parks are complicated parcels of sanctuary. City parks with
brush to crawl through, soil to palm, and vines to take home in one’s hair. Vines vibrant
against the gray of cement. National Parks with official rangers and their belt buckles,
campgrounds with quiet times and groomed tent pads and facilities and the comfort of
companionship with fifty law abiding citizens all of whom can afford a night under the good
of stars and the grunt of generators. National implies available to all. The marketing of the
park system implies undomesticated. Yet trees are still pruned, animals are still collared, and
many children will never breath the fresh, national air inside their National Parks. The
Service does not tell you who, exactly, they forced out of that land. Nor into it. They don’t
show you where the poison or project proposals are stored.

16

Ethics Under Twelve
Henry. Five years old. Sees a dragonfly and he’s off, clambering out of my lap and launching
across the grass. Gangly as a young antelope. His arms stretch longingly towards the insect.
He does not turn to my voice. Away he flies — away from me, from camp, from our Camp
Directors who are actively explaining the details of the day’s logistics. They do not pause for
the distractions of this young boy. He does not hear what time his parents will pick him up,
nor the prize for finding the Iron Owl. He has flown into the realm of a new taxa. His afro
disappears into the wetland greens and still, though I am charged with keeping him safe, I do
not follow.
Hazel. Seven years old. Notices a pulverized snail beneath the see-saw and falls to her knees.
She yells STOP. Her nose is an inch from the crushed form and there is slime spreading into
the soil like glue. The snail is from another continent. Africa, or Asia. I can’t remember.
Hazel places her index finger on a piece of pink shell and looks up at me. We crushed its shell
forever. I tell her that accidents happen, pat her shoulder, assure her that I will end the snail’s
pain. I scoop the sunset fragments and carry them behind a tree, watching the fleshy body
twitch, so little form left, and the look of it makes me terribly sad. I step on the snail. Hear a
scream. Before I look up, I know what has gone wrong. I am not obscured by the tree after
all. I have probably broken Hazel’s heart.
Will. Twelve years old. Stalking a crayfish with Eli. I am disturbed by the unspoken
coordination of their movements and the way their eyes have narrowed. Will seizes the
creature by the tail and thrusts it above his head, roaring with pride. The conquer of it chills
me. His eyes turn upwards, and I look where he looks and what I see is a sunbeam streaming
through the canopy in that ethereal way that sunbeams do, but what Will sees is what he has
captured. The sunbeam alights on the crayfish. It looks so feeble, held up from a dark thing
to a light thing, its auburn claws opening and closing, opening and closing, pinching at the
sky. The scene below the crayfish frightens me. I cannot tell if the scene above is beautiful or
not.
Lucy. Ten years old. Placing her clammy hand on mine as we tip a large bowl towards the
creek. We watch the dragonfly larva swim away. While trapped in the bowl, he ate the rest of
his stream kin. I can see the toe pad of a baby salamander sticking out from between his
jaws. Lucy’s face is streaked with tears, because she found the empty bowl, and yet she
advocates for the larva to swim free. Into its guilt-free life. The other kids say we should kill
the larva. For his transgression. We do not. The bowl sits empty, and then a wood thrush
sings and Lucy leans toward the song, her mouth agape. We hold hands that way, facing the
forest for five long minutes, before slowly helping each other stand to face the rest of our
own stream kin.
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What Lives Inside a Parent
My dad lives in Northwest Washington, where all things drip into gray winter and ephemeral
summer, where the bay still holds our family history. I watch him swim beyond the kelp, out and out,
until his head is a seal to my eyes. That water is colder than most can endure.
He reminds me of the animals that fascinate him — organisms moving with instinct into compelling
narratives no sane listener should turn from. As a kid, I was steeped in tales of wolverines, sharks,
secretary birds, octopuses, aye-ayes, lobsters, angler fish, and pangolins. The strange ones. He and I
poured over encyclopedias, linking together through our interest in those who crawl and scuffle and
snort beyond the back door. Even now, our phone conversations turn to animal life. Why they do
what they do. Their evolutionary maybes. We laugh over videos of animals outwitting humans.
Underdogs enthrall us, as do the witty, the ugly, the unknowables, the scrappy — the animals that
defy odds by making homes for themselves inside the steady sprawl of insidious industry.
He is a tall man, perched between misanthropy and universal love, with a love of thumping lyric-less
music and an aptitude for chess. I cherish our games. He shoots arrows in his backyard and
consumes fistfuls of rotisserie chicken for most meals. His dog, Boo, places his paws on your
kneecaps, crawls to eye-level, and stares inside you.
Dad had me reading by age three and taught me addition with incense cones. Red, yellow, blue,
green, chalky to the touch. He withheld ice cream if I gave up on calculations. I would stomp my feet
and throw myself on the ground, writhing with dairy lust and numerical loathing. I never won those
battles. He is steadfast. He takes fathering seriously and he is good at it.
I unfold some of the world’s charm through a longitudinal study of my adults. I used to be
embarrassed that my mom didn’t shave her armpits, and that my dad found most people intolerable,
but all parents have cores and untamable narratives. Similes lives inside their stories. My parents left
home and did things their families didn’t understand. They found each other in the Colorado
mountains among vegans and potheads and long hair and bears, then chose a cabin and had me. In
an aspen grove. On a dirt road. The grove beckoned and they followed. People ask if my parents are
hippies, but I think it’s something different. They listen to the mammalia inside them.
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Animalia
It’s a long winding road and I keep the windows down to inhale flowers. Somewhere along
the way I miss my turn. Leaning on the mud-spattered rental car, I knife-peel a mango and
stare into canopy, watching for movement. There are hundreds of animals here. Could be
sloths all over the place here. I have a map and enough Spanish to ask for directions, but
being alone, I have time. I throw the mango skin, pocket the knife, lock the car, and step
into the Costa Rican jungle.
Trees purr. A butterfly as large as my face flicks between leaves that drip a constant, leaving
the ground soft and wet. It’s cumbersome to push through the stems and stalks and stamens
and I touch as little as possible in case there is a viper. Or a bullet ant. Or one of the other
breathers that can render me speechless in minutes.
I find a deep enough bend in the creek for swimming. A thick vine bounces in the middle,
stuck in eddy. I leave my clothes piled on pebbles. Clinging to the vine, I push circles around
this bowl of dark water, no ideas as to what circles with me. An impossibly long-tailed bird
squawks and several monkeys swing across my view, pausing to sit on a wide branch. They
cup each other’s faces. I watch them for a long time. The mammal of the moment is stirring.
I climb out of the water and return to my clothes. Arms up, deep breath, I shiver, taking one
last look at the primal pool. Movement to my left. A light brown puma. She’s female
[I feel it].
Padding across a log ten feet in front of me. Huge paws. Her tail twitches rhythmically, and
her body steps with a cadence so casual. She is all sinew and grace. When did she see me.
Paw in the air, she pauses, and we lock eyes and I’m not breathing until she breaks the tie,
continuing her plod to the start of dappled light. She slides into the green, and as her tail
fades from view, everyone living here exhales. I stand for a while with my toes touching my
clothes, deciding whether to follow her or cup our shared gaze a few minutes longer before
returning to the car and my cat-less life.
She told us we are fleshy and sharing a page, all creatures scrambling through dangerous
hours. Some hunt while cupping the faces of the ones they care for / depend upon / love. I
trust that as a member of the Mammalian Class, when I die, I will join a tide of fallen
mammals who have lived muscled lives and we will ebb and flood with the moon, a
collection of desperate beings, who struggled through dangerous hours, one day after
another after another.
It’s a shared birthright, to die in ebb.
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2.
To Redeem
[A Discipline]
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(…) in their zeal to draw attention to the loss of habitats, some
journalists and scientists feed on the xenophobia rampant in a changing
world. They focus less on the degradation of habitats and more on
alien/exotic plants and animals as the main and even sole problem.
In contrast to humans, where the politics of class and race are essential,
thriving on the fear of not all immigrants, but immigrants from particular
places and of particular classes, the language of biological invasions
renders all outsiders, even the familiar albeit non-local,
into the undesirable alien. Conservation of habitats and our flora and
fauna need not come at the expense of immigrants5.
-Banu Subramaniam, University of Massachusetts
Amherst

5

From her essay The Aliens Have Landed! Reflections on the Rhetoric of Biological Invasions, 2001
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Zoom Fit
I tell my small group of classmates that I think the label of invasive species is inappropriately
value laden. They cock their heads. I am the only one zooming in and there is a glitchiness to
their head movements that makes them look like the creatures in trailers for horror films,
moving in fits, necks snapping. The owner of the laptop slowly turns my face away from the
group so that I am staring at a white wall and part of someone’s ear, an ear that doesn’t even
belong to my group. The laptop owner and I don’t get along. She and her groupies hate my
idea. I want to talk about the history of invasive biology and its parallels with antiimmigration sentiment6, perhaps discuss consequences of a fixation on fear of outsiders, but
it’s clear they think I am the antithesis to their anarchist momentum hence the white wall
and the pale fleshy ear with the cryptic earring. It’s true, I am still learning how to use
Decolonization in a sentence, but I believe in it. What am I missing. My ideas are wisps of a
similar wind. We can treat each other better. I throw a meek Zoom fit, but no one sees.

6

From Banu Subramaniam’s essay The Aliens Have Landed! Reflections on the Rhetoric of Biological Invasions, 2001
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Praise for Interlopers
Ecologist Richard Hobbs defines novel ecosystems as this:
(…) a system of abiotic, biotic, and social components (and their interactions) that, by virtue of
human influence, differs from those that prevailed historically, having a tendency to self-organize and
manifest novel qualities without intensive human management.7
This concept is heavily debated. Called a harmful bandwagon by invasion biologists.
Invasion biology could / should be deemed the same.
Novel implies new
new implies change
change asks compromise of the heart.
In a 2009 paper, even Hobbs and his colleagues claimed that all ecosystems can be considered
‘novel’ when placed in the appropriate temporal context.8
This inspires me: that despite human management
[manicuring
moaning
manipulating
mutilating
meddling
misinterpreting]
despite it all, interlopers
[zebra mussels
multiflora rose
many human ancestors
large foreign snails
tsunami-surviving invertebrates
European honeybees
house sparrows
tamarisk
starlings]
create unrecognizable systems with grit in the gears of their genes.
They figure it
the fuck
out.

7
8

From Bestelmeyer & Miller. “What’s Wrong with Novel Ecosystems, Really?” Society for Ecological Restoration.
From Hobbs et al. “Novel ecosystems: implications for conservation and restoration.” Cell Press.
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De-scribing Owl Love
Lifting up and down on my heels
I peer into the cavern of my truck,
whose character wallowed the last twenty miles,
leaking final breaths into the dry land.
It just gave up.
Listening to Don as he mutters about
bolts and seals and hoses to and from
the failed metal heart of my beast.
I’ve just met Don.
He studies owls. Loves owls.
I’m here to observe this love and write about it.
Scribe the love. Describe the love.
We leave the truck to buy carburetor cleaner.
Fingers crossed. No way in hell am I staying
stranded in this desert. It lags and lacks.
Looking into Don’s world is illuminating.
Four days I’m here. Each morning we visit
artificial burrows which means unreal burrows
which means crafted by human hands burrows.
Don-dreamt.
Learning about burrowing owls is fun.
Athene cunicularia. Goddess of Wisdom. What a name.
Too bad the desert burrows have all run out, gone with the
prairie dogs and ground squirrels and badgers.
Too bad this dry land’s wisdom ran out with them.
Habitat loss never redeems wisely.
Loss of burrows here, 1950s.
The sequence is bitter and funny
if you’re in the right mood:
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Humans introduce pronghorns
they die out from inbreeding
but coyotes are blamed instead [because who doesn’t love to blame coyotes]
so then coyotes are “controlled” which means poisoned
poison kills burrowing mammals in addition to coyotes
badgers gone
burrows gone
burrowing owls gone.
It’s cool though because lucky for the owls,
Don flies here every summer from Virginia,
builds burrows, chops up pieces of roadkill snake,
and, with volunteers like me, delivers said snake bites
to front door of owls.
Room service.
The owls are cute when they eat snake bites
with such petite curved bills.
Actually, they’re cute all the time.
They flash demanding smiles.
I might even love them.
Except I struggle to trust an owl
that welcomes plastic for a door.
Look at all the research topics these owls offer Don:
mate selection / juvenile dispersal /
migratory behavior / vocalizations /
family lineages / burrow decoration techniques.
That’s right.
Sometimes they decorate
with firecracker wrappers.
Or coyote shit.
I wrote that in my article
and people laughed.
Laughing is rare in conservation.
Is this conservation?
Oh — I forgot to mention all of this
takes place on an army depot.
No one lives here. It’s perfect
because no one can fuck up the conservation.
The owls are safe from reality. They have time
to become goddesses again long
as they’re not blown up in an army drill
while they’re underground
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and can’t fly away.
Little owls in my hand. My last night.
I release them to their burrow. Pink light
on feathers, eyes closed, bodies the
size of my pinky. Don smiles on.
I feel wholesome. Like I’m giving the dry land
something it thirsts for.
I write owl oasis in my article plus other sentences
about how heartwarming this project is.
Don smiles from the middle of the article
with an armful of owls.
He basically created their faces.
Before I leave, Don and I stand by my truck.
I ask him about his background.
He tells me he was one of the first advocates
for spotted owl protection.
That species was the catalyst for his owl love.
You know the spotted owl —
the one that had the Oregon loggers up in arms,
the endangered forest owl. Cute.
Spotted owls are struggling again
because barred owls (nearly identical)
are taking their homes.
It’s called competition
(not cute).
Barred owls are larger, more aggressive, wily.
They arguably have the same face as spotted owls.
People refer to them as invaders
[although they are native].
People say they’ve expanded incorrectly.
They started invading in the early 1900s from the east coast. Our forestry practices opened
up their path. The nerve — flying into good land, following a reasonable direction.
Now, barred owls are displacing spotted owls.
Sometimes they even kill spotted owls. Like a cannibal, you know?
Government biologists are paid to shoot barred owls.
They go at night.
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I ask Don how long he will support the shooting. As an owl lover I think maybe he loves all
owls and will hesitate, but he looks me in the eye, a grimace on his cute owlish face, and says
however long it takes.
Alas, experts love to a fault. They save the species who win their hearts or grant them grants.
The enemies of the beloved become our collective enemies and we chant: Shoot / Poison /
Eradicate, without ever breathing into the raised gun and the thump of an owl falling to
duff.
My truck kicks back into life as if nothing plagued her. Must have been the magic of that dry,
burrowless land. Goddess vibes. Don’s words follow me down that dusty drive. I guess owl
love is relative. I guess it’s okay to say now that Don’s owl project gave me the creeps until I
had to write it up. Then it was the burrowing owl’s last chance. As it goes. Hard to get up in arms
on an army depot with a story on the line.
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Militaristic metaphors harbor inaccuracies that contribute to public misunderstanding of invasive
species and even to misperception by conservationists themselves. These metaphors also invoke
militaristic ways of thinking that are inconsistent with a sustainable relation between humans and
the natural world…we have set invasive species on their course, and this paradox will not be
resolved more easily by invoking a war, especially when it misdirects us towards biological solutions
for what is largely a social issue…war requires two opposing sides, but it is misleading to believe
that we can pit ourselves against invasive species. We are inextricably entangled with these species
since their invasions originate from our consumptive activities…wars are staged on the assumption
that good will triumph over evil, but we will never win this war and return ecosystems to a pristine
state.
Brendan MH Larson9

9

From his work The War of the roses: demilitarizing invasion biology, 2005
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Tale of Two Slugs
I’m on my first voyage to Southeast Alaska as a naturalist with an expedition company. They
will train me to create moments of engagement between our guests and the natural world,
which includes the rich, soggy, thriving ground of the temperate rainforest. My trainers are
seasoned. Knowledge trickles out of their pores and their smiles are genuine when they
touch the fronds of a deer fern or smell the bark of a yellow cedar. They know the place
well.
A few minutes into our foray I see two slugs; one a blackish-brown, the other a spotted
yellow. One trainer, who lives in Juneau, oozes praise for the yellow fellow and I swear I see
the banana slug’s mollusk chest expand with pride. I touch his and hers wrinkly skin and it’s
unfortunately perfect. Next, we turn to the less fortunate — the European black slug. The
trainers grunt in unison and turn, their boot heels a whisper away from ending one whole
worthless slimy life.
European black slugs are, you know, invasive. I stay there with my knees in the mud,
watching the two slugs undulate towards the same somewhere and I’m glad to be alone. One
could assume the two slugs are racing. I’m thankful my trainers have left so that I am spared
the unanimous urging in favor of the banana slug from two people who’ve never even been
a slug.
I’ve never been a slug. I would not choose to be the European black slug even though it is
beautiful and resilient and demonstrates a commendable ability to make lemonade out of
lemons despite the yellow opposition of its closest [native] mollusk neighbor who basks in
easy banana glory without ever facing the shores of an unfamiliar continent devoid of a slime
map or a benevolent slug deity to bless its strife-ridden future during which it will be
unexpectedly squished and drowned in beer and covered in salt and spat on for no reason
other than it does not belong here.
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When Evolution Disobeys
Humans develop Floridan wetlands
development smothers / destroys / reduces
native prey of an endemic raptor the snail kite
kite populations plummet and species
reaches critical endangerment
people are sad [kite is beautiful]
large invasive
apple snails arrive to Florida
people are mad [invasive species suck]
snail kites
start eating invasive apple snails
kites quickly evolve bigger beaks for consuming these
snails
snail kite populations soar
managers are left wondering: what now, where
to now, who should we protect now? Kites left wondering what now, can we stay here now?
Snails left wondering do I belong now?
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Lines in the Sand
1
I am at a beach near San Diego watching a couple build a moat to protect their sandcastle. A
California gull stands nearby eyeing their work. There is no camping allowed at this beach so
I presume the couple has grown attached to their castle between the daylight hours of
roughly one and five pm. They are running out of light and the tide is rising. The woman’s
knee sinks into the soft sand, causing her to laugh, and it’s a melodic sound so of course her
man smiles, which closes the oval of their sand kingdom. The gull notices that they are
distracted. He sidesteps towards their moat, raises a webbed foot, and deliberately kicks sand
into their hard work. Only I see this.
2
The city of Bellingham orders my dad to trim his invasive shrub, Lesser Celandine, away
from the sidewalk. Dad chooses not to trim the plant. Celandine attracts bees and he
cherishes it for that. He writes the city a letter refusing and never hears from them again. I
think this is cool. I perceive it as lame that the city has a say in whether my dad’s personality
is represented where his life meets the median. His yard is too small for large incongruencies.
He is not trimmable.
3
In 2012, following a tsunami, an entire boat dock from Japan washes up on Agate Beach,
Oregon. Attached to the dock are 130 different species of invertebrates. Immediately, a team
of eleven people coalesces. They call themselves the Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
Marine Resources Japanese Tsunami Marine Debris Non-Native Species Eradication Team.
All team members, save one, are biologists working for Fish & Wildlife. They have one
weekend to eradicate all living things on the dock with a budget of $3,00010. They [the living
things] survived a journey of 4,850 miles. Upon reaching Oregon, they are promptly scraped
into trash bags, sprayed with bleach, and stuffed underground. The dock is torched for good
measure.
4
Gulls are called trash birds by many people. They eat trashy things and actual trash. Really
though, Trash Bird is a philosophical slight, given that the people who use it know little
about the actual diet of the average gull. The term makes people laugh. What I think they
mean is that gulls are throwaway birds. They could be thrown away. Thousands of white and
gray and black-backed gulls could be scooped up by the lexicon of disinterested observers
and dropped into a landfill where of course the gulls would be fairly happy, given the
prevalence of free food, but the callousness of the term itself would exert force on the
consciousness of the ground, and the walls of the landfill would begin to close in until the
sides stitched themselves together, snagging flight feathers and wings of doomed gulls in the
jagged seams, and finally the gulls would be sealed underground with beach balls and plastic
shovels, never to be seen or scolded again. Could we / you articulate what the world would
then lack?
10

From Jonathan L. Clark’s 2015 article Uncharismatic Invasives in the journal of Environmental Humanities.
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National parks are more of a public playground and are becoming increasingly Europeanized in
their look and management…managers are managing all wild creatures…they track and tape and
tag and band. They relocate, restock and reintroduce. They cull and control. It’s hard to keep it all
straight. Protect or poison? Extirpate or just mostly eliminate? Sometimes even the stewards get
mixed up.11
-Joy Williams

11

From her essay Save the Whales, Screw the Shrimp
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Project Hands12
this project proposes / at the project’s completion / the goal of this project / this project
aims to
aims to “eliminate a source
of nonnative genes that threaten
native Westslope Cutthroat Trout”13
genes stocked by big hands
years ago
biologist hands
management hands
rod hands
a jeweled lake stocked / decorated
one historical priority
now, the décor is out of style.
now this —
helicopters will transport sealed drums of naturally derived fish poison into the
Scapegoat Wilderness and drip it slowly into previously stocked lakes and sixty seven
miles of stream to kill all nonnative fish above a series of falls and then the hands
will stuff [hatchery raised] genetically pure [physiologically compromised] native
Westslope Cutthroat Trout into the helicopter and drop them into the clean slate
jeweled lake [whose old fish stories are poisoned out of the water to keep the new
fish untainted by the leftover thoughts of an impure line] and the hands at the helm
of this dumbass project will sit somewhere hoping the poison remains where it’s told
and hoping the new fish meet our image of what a Montana watershed should look
like, feel like.
The hands will sit there hoping but really just knowing they done good.
a better lake, a scapegoat lake
white bread
no seeds
pure stories.

12
13

manage / manipulate = manus meaning hand in Latin
North Fork Blackfoot Fish Restoration Plan, 2020
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Hands On
1
Select from the following native species:
— Willow Flycatcher [bird]
— Island Marble [butterfly]
— Snail Kite [bird]
2
Now select which of the following nonnative species has been instrumental in the success /
recovery / straight-up surviving of your chosen native species:
— Tamarisk [plant]
— Tumble Mustard [plant]
— Island Apple Snail [mollusk]
3
Now select the mainstream headline which frames this relationship in a positive light:
Oh wait —
there aren’t any.
4
Now select the reason for this chasm in coverage:
— Acknowledging benefits of nonnatives could threaten an embedded paradigm and
result in an identity crisis for the environmental field which is made of people
[people are animals].
— Acknowledging benefits of nonnatives could imply that ecological change is
marginally acceptable which could be considered a counterweight to the doom-andgloom campaign arguably necessary to inspire behavioral changes in people. People
are animals.
— Acknowledging benefits of nonnatives would require uncomfortable recalibrating, an
endeavor that is easy to resist. But we are animals. We are inside of this.
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Drifters
Marine biologists describe two kinds of plankton
in the ocean: holoplankton and meroplankton.
These are Greek words. Holo means whole
Mero means part. Plankt means drifter.
Whole drifters & part drifters.
Wendell Berry says:
To be disconnected from any actual landscape is to be,
in the practical or economic sense, without a home.
To have no country carefully and practically in mind
is to be without a culture.14
Can one drift and connect?
Most drifters
whether part or whole
are devoured by predators
indiscriminately
and in total.
Their stories drift
to the muddy bottom
of a fluid place.
practically cultureless,
practically homeless,
practically nowhere.

14

From Wendell Berry’s essay Two Minds
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Naturalizing
Robin Wall Kimmerer, an enrolled member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, proposes a settling /
unsettling notion in her book, Braiding Sweetgrass. What if, she asks, all people, indigenous or
otherwise, “learn[ed] to live here as if we were staying? 15”
After all these generations since Columbus, some of the wisest of Native elders still puzzle over the people who
came to our shores. They look at the toll on the land and say, “The problem with these new people is that they
don’t have both feet on the shore. One is still on the boat. They don’t seem to know whether they’re staying or
not” (207).
In the Original Instructions laid out for Kimmerer’s people, Nanobozho was the First Man and the
last of all beings to be created. Like Skywoman, he was an immigrant. Upon arrival, he endeavored to
know Earth’s inhabitants deeply, and to learn from them. He became of the Earth because of this
intent.
Kimmerer proposes the term naturalizing — to live in a place as though we intend to stay.
Naturalizing was bad word in the class where I had my zoom fit.
Kimmerer specifies that indigenous is something only achieved through birth into indigeneity, but
that those who do not carry this birthright can still learn to naturalize to the land and treat it as
though it feeds them [which it does].
Reimagining integrality with land even if we have no ancestral ties there — controversial.
Controversial especially now. Growing is a long overdue emphasis on respecting indigenous claims
to stolen land. Navigating the merits of Kimmerer’s argument amidst these charged conversations
presents a challenge with groundbreaking implications for our collective sense of place.
Kimmerer suggests we create new ceremonies with the land to cultivate an ethic of reciprocity. She
nominates science to aid in this process.
Doing science with awe and humility is a powerful act of reciprocity with the more-than-human
world…science can be a way of forming intimacy and respect with other species that is rivaled only by the
observations of traditional knowledge holders. It can be a path to kinship (252).16
Kimmerer cannot speak to / for all native organisms, but she can drop ecological thinkers into a
realm of thoughtfulness the planet may thirst for. I am not indigenous. Ancestors of mine lie in this
soil, but they have been here for less than hundreds of years. I am capable of kinship with life I don’t
yet know. Which of these are variables in the equation of belonging?
15
16

All quotes from Kimmerer’s Braiding Sweetgrass.
Biologists = scientists
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Sliced Stories
This female basking shark blends to the bluegreen
a century of living yet to unfold.
She could blend a long time.
Pups form inside her shape and sharkness
to be born live
the longest known gestation
twenty four moons
of cartilaginous nursery
a truth so unfish-like
we must be wrong about fish.
She leisures in swim mouth wide
plankton coaxed and she grows
elongates into one bold story.
She embodies what the Salish Sea means
to an ancient.
1960s and boats begin
to pepper the horizon
then fill it
fishing gear crosses her path
then blocks it
government biologists
discuss her
as a mosaic of problems
the pups listen
pressing into her shark wall.
Basking sharks tangle gear
limit fish harvest
limit fisheries biologists
the erasure
is swift.
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Governments mount bow blades
on biologist boats
biologist steers blade through her
brain and hundreds of salt thoughts
drift to the muddy bottom of this place
a sea floor dealing in sliced stories.
Before the blade
basking sharks pulsed into the foaming here
surface elegant
as etched into the baseline as they come.
Native, in the lexicon of official belonging.
And still, biologists killed each basking shark they found.
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Killing Dance
A man in a red shirt and white ball cap says not like that, you have to sneak up on them like this
and then with a quick step brings his right foot down hard. The spotted lanternfly becomes
sidewalk. The other man, the one nodding along, is a security guard at the Harrisburg airport
in Pennsylvania. I have just arrived. I’m waiting for my ride. The two men take turns
squashing the bugs, battling them with gusto and fist pumps. If I weren’t sitting so close, I’d
think they were dancing, the way their feet smack the pavement, the way their arms swing
and their smiles flash. I am stuck at the airport for another hour, listening to this. Soon, a
young boy wanders over and joins in the killing. He is very, very young. By the end of my
time on that cold brick walkway, I am downcast by the fun the three of them are having.
Sidewalk plastered with orange and black wings. Each death a dopamine hit to these
manboys, duty hits — they are doing their duty. Citizens unite to eliminate a threat that is
un-eliminable by individual killing dances. The lanternfly is a poster child. Stop the Invader. Join
the Battle, Beat the Bug. Scrape, Squash & Report. Don’t Let Her Good Looks Fool You. Wanted Dead
or Alive. See Em’ Swat Em’. Stomp it Out! Give the Bug the Boot. Only You Can Stop This Spotted
Invader.17 No chance of mistaking the urgency in the plea for extinguishing the orange and
blacks in military fashion. Good thing we can finally agree on something. Good thing it's
only a gorgeous fly.

Poster titles from Penn State Extensions USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, the Spotted
Lanternfly Project, Kean University, Reddit, and multiple townships where kill-the-lanternfly posters are
featured on landing pages in various forms of engaging ecological punnery.
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Soul of the Outdoors
“Researchers used 12-gauge shotguns to gun down a total of 2,485 barred owls in several locations over a tenyear period, while letting them fly free in adjacent ‘control areas.’”
-Field & Stream18, 2021

Sleeping beauties
in the
duff.

About us: Field & Stream has been the soul of the outdoors for more than 125 years. Since 1895, we’ve taught
a nation to hunt and fish, while leading the charge to conserve and fight for wildlife and wild places. The secret
to our legacy and success is simple: Hunters and anglers love a great story—and nobody tells one better than
Field & Stream.
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Wet Hands
biology is not metaphorical
that would complicate the training
muddy the ethics push our greatest minds into retirement
poison the wellspring of good ideas
blooming inside federal halls
restoration on the run
leaking through gills
of fish we forced
to live right
here
the lakes as they were
are of the heart
fish this fish not that fish
until all fish are molded
and molding
in the wet
of hands.
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Assembly Instructions for a Contested /
Detested / Untested Environmental Ethic
Step One
Clear the space. It’s not that you are angered by humans killing animals.
Step Two
Ensure good lighting. You are angered by the subjective [masked as objective] killing of
animals and plants and ideas through the widespread use of dichotomous labels [native vs.
nonnative], which serve to reduce / elevate the value of nonhumans for the aim of matching
the emotional desires of professionals in the field of environmental management.
Step Three
Assemble all necessary parts. You are angered by the entrenched fear-of-outsider
messaging inherent to many conservation & restoration projects and the lack of discussion
on the ethical ramifications of said messaging. You are not blind to the dangerous
metaphorical territory that these topics sit adjacent to. You understand that the idea of
welcoming nonnatives could be viewed as a counterweight to honoring the rights of natives.
To ignoring the horrors of colonization. Those horrors must be addressed. You believe in
that.
Step Four
Double check that nothing is missing. You also believe that immigrants should be
welcome in this country. You believe that invasive species exemplify the beauty of
adaptation, yet colonization is not beautiful. You’re not sure what these beliefs make you
into.
Step Five
Connect the edges. You are angered by the illogical and vehement resistance towards
changes in species composition that is perpetuated by the experts we trust to educate us
about that change, the same experts who laud the process of evolution.
Step Six
Check the edges. You also love many species and do not wish for them to be shed from
the Earth. You hear that doing nothing to halt said shedding feels, to many, like an
abdication of duty. You think prodding the philosophical origins of this duty is called for.
Called for by whom, you’re not sure. What do these beliefs make you into.
Step Seven
Ensure that each segment is attached to the corresponding opening in the diagram.
You are disturbed by the trickle-down effects of the militaristic rhetoric [kill the invaders]
which includes a shaping of children’s minds [and therefore hearts] into a lens of good or bad
as they gaze at a changing natural world. And at each other.
Step Eight
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Fill in the resulting shape. You are saddened by the nonchalant non-folding of many
organisms [like vultures] into our collective psyche. You are bewildered by the convenient
disappearance of labels [native / nonnative / introduced / alien / exotic] when they get in
the way of biology business [basking sharks, barred owls]. Selective blurring.
Step Nine
Keep working until result matches picture shown here. Keep working until your
environmental ethic allows you to be inside this planet with a nuanced pulse on all who
strive to live around you.
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3.
To Listen
[A Choice]
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Introduced to Drowning
It’s the middle of an afternoon and I am at a nude beach called Kahena, a quirky splash of
sand on the rainy side of the Big Island, the side that welcomes born-again hippies,
permaculture entrepreneurs, drug addicts, outcasts, strategic homeless people, ecstatic
dancers, and my relatives.
I am alone in the sand, distanced from naked men. I’ve had my share of beach bonding —
awkward hugs with strangers where everything slaps together. Hugs like this are
commonplace where love and peace stickers abound, where porn stars buy farms to selfheal, where strangers named Superjoy pull you close and smell your hair.
There is a man on the beach trying to catch my eye. I look away. Car keys and a Ziploc bag
filled with pot lay by his side. He has an earnest face and hair like Frodo. The waves are huge
and I watch them drag rocks the size of my head up and down the beach with an ominous
rattle. Hard day for assessing the water. No one swims. It’s a gray, steely, liquid mess that
does not want to be assessed, but the drum circle is about to begin, and the beach will
become a writhing primal party. Better to watch from the sea.
I step to the tide line and wait for the invitation between sets and when it arrives I lunge,
pump, and clear the break, but there is an undertow I’ve not felt before and it churns waves
into and over my face. Down my throat. I must stretch my neck like a turtle for air. Clearly,
only my best efforts will get me back to shore. Exhaustion arrives quickly and treading is
now difficult, so I focus my eyes on the wall of rock to my left, and wait for the set to slack
so I can return to sand.
Then, the man with the earnest face steps my way, hovering on the edge of the beach like a
deer before a road. He looks like a tourist. That tentative approach to environment, eyes
darting about, hand in and out of pockets. He stumbles into the ocean and joins me in the
deep but I am not in the mood. His eyes grow round. He mouths a joke about the might of
the waves and laughs, scanning my face. I turn my back and stroke away from him, as hard
as I can, looking back only to avoid being crunched into rock, moving my limbs in one
direction until I am out of reach. Until a wave dumps me onto the beach.
I look to the ocean. The man is getting farther away. I can’t see his face. I stand and watch as
the current sweeps him around the rock wall and out of sight. People are noticing. A sinewy
man grabs fins and a decomposing kickboard stashed in the jungle, and I consider snatching
them from him, going myself, a panic guilt building in my limbs, but instead I just stand with
one foot in the surf. One foot out. Both feet on shore. Several people try to retrieve him but
return empty-handed, gasping. I climb a cliff and assume the man overboard posture, arm
straight, pointing at his head. Before help arrives, his head slips under. I keep pointing.
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A Hawaiian woman passes me on the path just as the man is folded into a helicopter basket
and says good, now the tourists will stay away from our beach. The helicopter buzzes away
like a tired dragonfly. Seconds later, a humpback whale explodes out of the water, speaking
for the ocean, and I realize I am still pointing, now pointing at a whale, the splash melting
over the last part of earth the man touched alive. I walk to the top of the road where the
helicopter sits on a lawn. When I ask a medic he shakes his head and says the word expired.
I reach home and sob my way to the ground.
Plenty of images characterize this day but the thing that was said stands out most. Now the
tourists will stay away from our beach. When I deliver his things to the police, I read his license.
California. A tourist. Or, like my mom, he moved here. Went in a reasonable direction.
Followed some nudge in his bones, bones that now sit somewhere unmoving. I fly to the
island twice a year, but maybe I thought turning my back on him would make me of this
island. Would swear me into the seawater and deem me less introduced than one other.
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Running Over Kin
My mom was born in Oahu and raised in Connecticut. Fell in love in Colorado. Raised kids
in Washington. Danced hula and fed us pineapple, moved as though black sand and boars
ran through her veins, moved as though she belonged with volcanos. ‘Io is the name for the
endemic Hawaiian hawk. His ancestors flew to Hawai‘i from the mainland. My mom moved
back to Hawai‘i. She shares land with an ‘Io.
I’m 26 and Mom and I are on a ranger-led walk through Volcanoes National Park. We fidget
beside strangers from other states and countries. The park ranger is from California. Her
words enchant me. She speaks of history, people, rocks, oceans, ecology. She knows this
place well.
We round a bend. The Californian ranger stops and squares towards us. She tucks in her
shirt, puffs out her chest, narrows her eyes, and points to a plant creeping alongside the trail.
All poetry withers. In one breath, she reframes. The island is imperiled, fragile, in constant
struggle due to invasive species. Like this plant. Nameless troublemakers brought new
species to the island on specific dates, and those species have defiled the island. Memorize
the park’s list of native species, the ranger commands. We nod. Her chin juts for the rest of
the walk — this species is good, this one is bad. Our majority nonnative heads nod and nod.
Her last words: Folks, this island is overrun with mongooses. Please do your part, and safely
run over every mongoose you see. We thank you for your contribution.
As a kid, we had pet ferrets. Mongoose brethren. Building them forts was my favorite indoor
activity and together we tunneled through an endless string of temporary worlds. The
mongooses in Hawai‘i remind me of that era, and of the wily ways of our family. They are
conniving creatures, rule breakers, path makers. Listening to the ranger, I flashed back to the
other animals and plants who wove their sorrows and smiles into our family life. Nonnative
/ visiting / eclectic characters in our intimate drama of kin. Mutts, ferrets, bears, quartz,
driftwood, parrots, ginger, coqui frogs, bamboo, monitor lizards. No good or bad, just a
weaving of hearts.
I think about that ranger-led walk when I lead hikes with children, who look at me expecting
ecological poetry. I think about it on whale watching trips, when passengers demand to see
native whales even though all the whales are native in our fluid sea. I think about it when I
see homeowners fawning over ornamentals while salting slugs. When my colleagues / loves
break the necks of starling chicks to make room for native falcons. When I lock eyes with a
mongoose.
The ranger used the word ecology. I like that word. But she spat too many species names to
the green ground. I study birds. Love birds. Mongooses kill birds. I get it. The textbooks say
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that introduced species become invasive once they behave badly. And yet I will not expect a
mongoose to behave less badly. I suspect their bone-deep tenacity cannot pause for selfreflection, and that their success is too honest to flatten out of them, beneath our rented
rubber tires on a vacation to a temporary home. The eaten bird and the flattened mongoose
deserve life, both.
What else can a ranger teach?
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Dear ʻŌhiʻa Tree,
You may be the only one who can answer this —
What does an empty lava field feel like when
you are the only one standing inside of it?
When nothing living has yet flown or floated
to lodge in the chasms between rested layers,
when no feet furred or scaled or naked
have printed upon the glittering gray ropes of rock,
when birds are held at bay by the yellow breath
still pouring from tunnels to a volcano heart,
when all other plants who used to eat sunlight
have joined the boiled faces of fish lining a
fresh beach, their gilled memories of bluegreen
a faded note on sulferine wind —
What does it feel like to be alone inside of that.
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Like Lizard Heart
1
A lizard does pushups on the window sill. His throat patch flares and I catch his tiny lizard
biceps flexing. He looks worthy to me. If a lady lizard does not crawl to him soon and at
least nod, toss a like into his lizard heart, I will [in solidarity] flash a biological prize of my
own. He needs to know he’s noticed. I say to myself you should notice more lizards, as if my
mammalian gaze could make up for the lack of lizard love this lizard boy feels.
2
A gecko with a missing tail is sitting on the windowsill. His stub wiggles and I can just make
out the detail in his injury. He looks doomed. If one of the cats doesn’t bring him into the
kitchen one of the hawks will drop him into the gaping mouth of their nestling. Other
geckos eye him. I say out loud, it’ll grow back you know, but now it’s raining and my words
slip into gray.
3
Both the lizard and the gecko reappear on the window sill. They never speak out loud to me
but by the end of the week we’re close. If these two die, the interspecies gulf we have
crossed [willingness of reptile to convey identity to human through knowing glances] might
not perpetuate into the next line of lizard-gecko kin. If these two die, perhaps only antisocial
reptiles will populate this jungle, and reptile / human friendship will slip into gray.
And then what.
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Wind Approved
A Chorus of Coquis
A Japanese white-eye
A Molokia
A lizard
A mongoose
A Northern cardinal deep in Lehua blossom.
No really. Inside her whole and awake and
metallic in voice, Connecticut song
clouding these tropics.
A house of green rain stitched
shell by larva-loved shell.
Pua’a at the screen door
pepper eye filled with sea salt.
Choreographed chaos
some of it
[all of it]
wind approved.
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One Island’s Trash
1
Coqui frogs are loathed by many residents of the Hawaiian archipelago. Their call is shrill
[melodic], relentless [reliable], and relatively new [1988]. Coquis were introduced by accident
[classic].
2
Coquis are native to Puerto Rico. They are so native, that locals say soy de aquí como el coqui
[I’m as Puerto Rican as a coqui]. Coqui frogs are featured in national pop songs in Puerto
Rico. “It’s like a part of us, a part of our family,” says a schoolteacher.
3
The College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources at the University of Hawai‘i,
Manoa, has a coqui control webpage. Featured on this page is a cautionary concern held by
scientists — that the coqui frog population in Hawai‘i “may serve as a readily available food
source if (or when) brown tree snakes are accidentally introduced to Hawai‘i.”19 Parentheses
included. Nice. Kill the coquis so that when we accidently introduce a very specific reptile
they have nothing to eat.
4
Now, coquis are far less common in Puerto Rico. Sugar and coffee plantations spread across
the island at the hands of colonists. Erosion deforestation
endangered coquis.
Now, coquis are found primarily in African tulip tree woodlands. African tulip trees were
introduced to Puerto Rico as ornamentals.20 How do we feel?
5
My first descent onto the Big Island of Hawai‘i. The year is 2017. First scent is plumeria.
First sound is coqui frog. Jungle becomes embedded in that tiny amphibian in my homeless
mind.
6
A coqui lives in my mom’s sink. With the moon as witness [the same moon that watches
Puerto Rico] I take care not to douse the Puerto Rican native in toothpaste.
She is the soundtrack to our jungle heart.

19
20

The College’s Control of Coqui Frogs webpage.
From Fred Pearce’s The New Wild.
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Nativity is Not for Pigs
A snort brings me out of my book about whales and into the scene he wants me to see: him,
the boar who eats my sister’s flowers. Today he visits the fire pit, snagging one coconut husk
at a time, shuffling to an open stage, crunching it apart. He makes eye contact while he eats.
I smile. Mom frowns. Sister runs at him snarling. The boar swishes his tail unphased, just as
our jungle kittens swish theirs when they are entirely happy in our arms, as we entirely
believe them to be, whenever they are in our arms.
The boar is our landmate. I prefer boar over feral pig [dignity, association, the sound]. I prefer
the Hawaiian word most, pua’a. Later, driving to town, a string of boar babies crosses the
road. They squeal, and everyone in the car is overwhelmed by their innocence and charm
and squeals along with them.
First seeds with birds, then forests, then humans with boars beneath their arms,
disembarking from constellation-bound canoes, then this. Here are some numbers: tens of
thousands of boars destroy native plants on the Big Island of Hawai‘i. A male boar can
weigh 400 pounds. They are more creative than the average one human. They arrived here
with Polynesians 800 years ago.
In 2016 a genetic study revealed bad news for those who believe boars to be bad21.
One could argue, on the basis of arrival date, that pua’a belong to the island as much as
human Hawaiians. When does a creature lose belonging?
When does a creature lose?

21

A novel MC1R allele for black coat colour reveals the Polynesian ancestry and hybridization patterns of
Hawaiian feral pigs. Royal Society of Open Science, 2016
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From the idea of coevolution, it was but one step to suggest that evolution would act as some kind of
optimizing force, creating entire ecosystems in which every species had its tightly defined role.
Clements and the early ecologists argued just that. They saw natural selection as creating an
evolutionary path to perfected nature. Darwin himself had never suggested any such thing. For him,
“survival of the fittest” was just that. Species evolved and adapted to meet their own needs and gain
ascendancy over rivals.22”
-Fred Pearce

22

From The New Wild
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Dear Cockroach,
Mom tells me you broke her fancy fridge.
A clicking mass of you
seeking warmth.
I tried not to laugh —
roaches sleeping over, sharing stories,
tucking each other in while the integrity
of the appliance slipped nightward.
I treasure the image.
You scuttle around the cabin at dusk,
amber limbs gyrating
and it’s gross
pretty gross but
someday you will be the last.
Keep my dog ears where they lie,
the rest of the books are yours.
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Epilogue
I am nine years old and Queen of the Sugar Snap Peas. We are still in Washington. No one
has moved to Hawai‘i. I take the role of Pea Queen seriously, laying claim to realm through a
watchful eye. I tend the peas, not knowing what they need, only that they are, for a few
hours each day, my best chance at survival. Only Zilla is allowed to cross into my snap pea
realm, her wolfish form a blur along the edge. This is Wild Girl. This is not a game.
Marni and I begin each day by re-establishing ties to our chosen parcel of the backyard. We
scout platforms, resource bonanzas, escape routes, and soft grasses for resting — all
keystones for an outdoor home. The snap peas are prime real estate, although Marni is too
young to know their worth. She settles for the moss hump by the plum tree.
I imagine neighbors peer through the holes in our fence and shake their heads, hearing our
rose stem duels and siren shrieks as we fight over the duck bath and ladle magic water over
our tangled hair. The neighbors can’t know the water guarantees immortality until
dinnertime. They never ask. Nor do they know that as the light fades, and in silence, we toss
peas and plums to each other over the edges of our respective kingdoms in a witchy
exchange of peace.
I drive by the house, over a decade later, and the kingdoms are gone. The trees [horses]
grasses [bedrooms] ornamentals [fairy homes] and shrubs [escape routes] have been trimmed
and pulled from the ground they once defined. In their graves stand trimmed geometries,
neat lines of cement, calming patterns of an unfamiliar domesticity. No alien plants. No
plants at all. I hear children laughing behind the fence built by my parents. The ground’s
narrative on both sides of this fence surges up through my feet. I get out of the car and place
my hand on one of the fenceposts.
I can’t say why we stop climbing the plum trees, or why I start logging into chatrooms
instead of tucking snap pea tendrils into my snap pea crown. It was a transition felt but
undocumented. Compost canoe trips waned. The imaginary horses stood unridden during
our teen years and the ducks were left to bathe in peace. Girl-crafted tunnels stitched
themselves closed, traversed only by the neighborhood raccoon on his nightly rounds to
survey our chicken coop for weak links. Weak links and snap peas, stark green against the
mud of the coop, right where we left them to germinate into another nuanced kingdom for a
future family. Here is the family, here are their chosen geometries, and here is a fence that
knows my name. I don’t know what this convergence makes me into. I place my forehead to
the fencepost [her woodskin grown somewhere else] and ask her to please remember me.
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